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Abstract
Increasing demand for �re safety has aroused the enthusiasm of researchers for exploring early-stage
�re-warning materials. Herein, an early-stage �re-warning cotton fabric (denoted as CF-CP-FR) was
designed with a two-layered structure: conducting polymer layer and �ame-retardant layer, through in-situ
chemical oxidation polymerization of polypyrrole (PPy) and dip coating of the compound of
montmorillonite and ammonium polyphosphate (MMT@APP), respectively. Based on the thermoelectric
effect of the PPy, CF-CP-FR was endowed with accurate temperature sensing capability below 100°C.
When encountering �re, CF-CP-FR showed excellent �re-warning response as fast as 1.0 s and displayed
repeatable �re-warning capability under the protection of the MMT@APP. Via the mechanism of thermo-
induced resistance change, the coated cotton fabric could also trigger the �re warning circuit at ca. 2.0 s.
Meanwhile, the �ame retardancy and thermal stability of CF-CP-FR were signi�cantly enhanced, owing to
the synergetic effect of MMT and APP. This work is promising in fabricating multifunctional clothing with
e�cient �re safety and smart �re-warning capability.

Introduction
In 2021, �re disasters lead to 3,800 civilian �re deaths and nearly $15.9 billion loss in the US (Shelby and
Ben 2022). Therefore, studying how to minimize the damage caused by �re accidents is essential.
Extensive research has proved that the involvement of �ame-retardant (FR) materials or technologies
could effectively protect human lives and property in a �re accident (Lazar et al. 2020; Liu et al. 2021).

Flame retardant material can suppress �ame spread and reduce hazardous combustion. However, the
sole usage of �ame-retardant material is not able to warn humans of the occurrence of �re accidents in
time, so the individuals involved hardly can instantly take effective measures to escape or extinguish the
�re. Hence, detecting the �re by monitoring chemical or physical signals could earn people more time to
react.

Traditional �re-warning material works by detecting smoke or heat. Whereas, this �re-warning material
responds slowly (> 100s), and the distance between the smoke and the �re-warning material determines
the time of response (Li et al. 2022a; Lv et al. 2022). Hence, developing early-stage �re-warning materials
capable of fast �re detection is crucial and meaningful.

Early-stage �re-warning material could respond to temperature intelligently, generating physical or
chemical changes, such as the variation in shape (Jia et al. 2022)/phase (Zhao et al. 2021), color (Fu et
al. 2019), or electrical conductivity, thermoelectric effect (TE), or gaseous products, etc. Nowadays,
MXene, two-dimensional (2D) transition-metal carbides and/or nitride, and graphene oxide (GO) are
frequently used for early-stage �re warning (He et al. 2022). Under the attack of �ame, the electrical
resistance of GO decreases through a thermal-induced reduction process, inducing the �re-warning signal
(Wei et al. 2022). Tang et al. explored a lot in GO-based �re-warning material (Guo et al. 2020a; Huang et
al. 2020; Yu et al. 2021; Zhang et al. 2020). The �re warning speed was remarkably enhanced, and the
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corresponding trigger time could be within 1.0 s (Cao et al. 2022a; Cao et al. 2022b). For TE-based �re-
warning material, thermoelectric voltage is sensitive to temperature, and it could be monitored to trigger a
�re-warning signal. Zeng et al. carried out many works on MXene-based �re-warning material (Jiang et al.
2022; Wang et al. 2021; Zeng et al. 2022). Notably, this TE-based �re-warning response could be
repeatable, which is meaningful for releasing multiple alarm signals. However, these works only focus on
the mechanism of thermo-induced resistance transition, and there is no report on the �re warning material
capable of working via dual mechanisms (including thermoelectric effect and electrical resistance
dependence on temperature).

Polypyrrole (PPy) is a traditional conducting polymer composed of pyrrole rings connected to each other
at the 2- and 5-postions, and it could be prepared by chemical oxidation or electrochemical
polymerization. Bene�ting from the merits of low thermal conductivity, relatively easy processing,
environmental stability, low toxicity, etc., polypyrrole is widely applied in biomedical, electrical, and
thermoelectrical areas (Nezakati et al. 2018; Yao et al. 2019). Researchers have studied how to enhance
the performance of PPy as a thermoelectrical material or device (Maddison et al. 1988; Wang et al.
2014a; Xu et al. 2021), but it is not further applied in the early-stage �re warning. The electrical
conductivity of PPy is sensitive to temperature, known as the electrical conductivity dependent on
temperature for semiconductors (Le et al. 2017), which may be promising in the area of thermo-induced
resistance-type �re-warning material.

Herein, a smart �re-warning cotton fabric was fabricated with in-situ polymerized PPy as a �re-warning
layer and montmorillonite (MMT) @ ammonium polyphosphate (APP) as a �ame-retardant layer, which
could be utilized for the early-stage �re warning via a dual mechanism, including the TE effect and
thermo-induced resistance change. Based on the TE effect of PPy, the composite cotton fabric showed
accurate temperature-sensing capability below 100°C, and it could trigger the alarm lamp in 1.0 s.
Notably, this �re warning response is repeatable till the burnout of the coated fabric. In addition, it could
successfully give out a warning signal based on the temperature dependence of the resistance of PPy.
Fire-warning performance was investigated by a �re-warning test and by detecting the relationship
between the output voltage and temperature. The �ame retardancy and thermal stability were studied
through the vertical burning test (VBT) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). The morphology of the
obtained cotton fabrics was studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

Experimental

Materials
Ethanol anhydrous (EtOH, ≥ 99.7%) was supplied by Tianjin Zhiyuan Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd (Tianjin,
China). Deionized (DI) water and Hydrochloric acid (HCl, 37 wt%) were purchased from Guangzhou
Chemical Reagent Factory (Guangzhou, China). Pyrrole (Py, analytical pure grade) and iron chloride
(FeCl3, chemical pure grade) were purchased from Shanghai Macklin Biochemical Co., Ltd. (Shanghai,
China). Sodium montmorillonite (MMT) and ammonium polyphosphate (APP, degree of polymerization > 
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1000) were provided by Minerals Technologies Inc. (New York, USA) and JLS Chemical Inc. (Hangzhou,
China), respectively. The above reagents were used directly without further puri�cation. Cotton fabric (CF)
without any �ame-retardant components was obtained from Guangdong Demei Fine Chemical Co., Ltd
(Foshan, China).

Preparation of PPy-coated cotton fabric (CF-CP)
CF was separately washed with deionized water and ethanol alternately to remove possible impurities,
which was followed by being dried in an oven at 60°C for 1h. Then, it was immersed in an ethanol
solution of pyrrole (10 vol%) for 5 mins, which was transferred into a mixed solution of FeCl3 and HCl (the
molar ratio of FeCl3/HCl is 0.31/0.3) for 15 mins. After being dried in an oven at 60°C for 1h, the
conducting polymer layer was successfully prepared. The above processes were carried out several times,
and the obtained coated CF was noted as CF-CPX, where X represented the times of polymerization,
ranging from 1 to 6.

Construction of MMT@APP-coated CF-CP (CF-CP-FR)
MMT and APP with a mass ratio of 1.2/5 were added into DI water for stirring overnight to form a
universally dispersed suspension (7.3 wt%), which was marked as MMT@APP. Through dip coating,
MMT@APP was coated onto CF-CPX. Subsequently, it was hung vertically in an oven at 60°C for 1h. This
process was performed multiple times, and the treated CF-CPX was noted as CF-CPX-FRY, where Y
represented the weight increment percentage of MMT@APP. The compositions of all coated samples are
listed in Table 1.

Table 1
Weight increment of the coated cotton fabric

Sample Pure mass loading of each component

PPy (wt %) MMT@APP (wt %)

CF-CP1-FR80% 5.6 ~ 80%

CF-CP2-FR80% 13.5

CF-CP3-FR80% 21.9

CF-CP4-FR80% 31.3

CF-CP5-FR80% 45.1

CF-CP6 51.5 -

CF-CP6-FR30% ~ 30%

CF-CP6-FR80% ~ 80%
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Characterization

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
Thermal stability was studied by a thermogravimetric analyzer (TG209 F3, Netzsch, Germany) at a heat
rate of 20°C/min under a nitrogen atmosphere with a �ow of 40 mL/min. All samples were scanned over
a temperature range from 25°C to 900°C.

Vertical burning test (VBT)
Vertical burning tests were carried out in a �ame cabinet according to ASTM D6413-08. The control and
coated samples with a size of 100mm*45mm were exposed to a direct �ame from an alcohol lamp for 12
s.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
The morphology and microstructure of all samples before and after the VBT test were characterized by
scanning electron microscopy (SU8220, Hitachi, Japan) at an accelerating voltage of 5 kV. The samples
were sputter coated with a thin layer of Au/Pd prior to SEM imaging.

Temperature sensing test
The CF-CPX-FRY was tailored to 70mm*15mm, and one end was placed on a heating platform (JF956B,
Jinfeng, China). Then it was connected to a data acquisition/switch unit (34972A, Keysight, US), which
could simultaneously monitor the TE voltage and temperature of both sides. The temperature of the
heating platform was raised in steps (50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, and 200°C). The infrared
thermal images were recorded by an Infrared thermal imaging instrument (H10, Hikvision, China).

Fire warning test
For TE effect-based �re-warning test, the control and coated samples with the size of 70mm*15mm were
connected with a digital multimeter (UT61E+, 4½, Unit, China) to obtain the real-time TE voltage curve.
Simultaneously, the output TE voltage was monitored by a 4½ digital panel meter (SP42DV1, Shenlan,
China). When TE voltage exceeded the upper limit (5 mV), the DC voltmeter would make the series circuit
composed of a warning lamp and a DC power connected, working as a relay. Real-time voltage was
recorded and the trigger time was read from the video capture of the �re-warning test process.

For the thermo-induced resistance change-based �re warning test, the coated samples were connected in
series with the DC power and warning lamp. Under a �xed supply voltage, the temperature of the directly
heated area and the corresponding current of samples with different cross-section widths during the �re
attack were recorded by Keysight 34972A to obtain more details.

Results And Discussion
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Preparation and structure of CF-CP-FR
As shown in Fig. 1, the preparation and structure of the CP layer and FR layer are exhibited. Pyrrole was
polymerized on the CF �bers by an in-situ chemical oxidation polymerization approach. Ferric ions acted
as an oxidant, taking an electron from nitrogen in the pyrrole ring and forming a free radical cation, which
was the key to dimmer formation and chain propagation (Zare et al. 2021). Meanwhile, chlorine ion was
doped into PPy chains along with the chemical oxidation polymerization (Scaccabarozzi et al. 2022).
Then PPy-coated CF was dip-coated with MMT@APP, which would function as a �ame retardant (FR)
layer. Eventually, cotton fabric coated with a double-layer structure was fabricated, which was noted as
CF-CP-FR.

Fire-warning performance

Thermoelectric effect-based temperature sensing and �re
warning performance
The state-of-art TE-type �re-warning materials are based on the Seebeck effect. Hence, to explore the
performance of TE-type �re-warning material, it is necessary to study the Seebeck effect. The Seebeck
effect speci�es that the temperature difference (△T) generated at both ends of thermoelectric materials
drives the charge carrier from the hot side to the cold one. Subsequently, the potential difference (△V) is
formed (Nandihalli et al. 2020). The real-time temperature and thermoelectric voltage (VTE) were detected
to calculate the observed Seebeck coe�cient (Sob), which can be expressed as Eq. (1) (Park et al. 2018).

1

Where Th and Tc represent the temperature of the hot side and the cold one, respectively.

Figure 2(a) shows the output VTE of CF-CP3-FR80% during stepwise heating ranging from 50–200°C, and
an evidential linear relationship between VTE and Th is visible. In addition, there is a rise of VTE at ca.
180°C, revealing a jump of Sob. It is probably due to the degradation of the dopant. Because the Seebeck
coe�cient tends to increase with the decreased doping level (Wang et al. 2019). As shown in Fig. 2(b),
VTE showed a linear relationship with Th (ranging from 50 to 100°C), �tting the linear equation
“VTE=0.01075*T-0.29729”. It is consistent with the experimental result that the Seebeck coe�cient of PPy
almost kept unchanged below 100°C (Wang et al. 2017). Repeated tests con�rmed that the linear
relationship between VTE and Th is stable below 100°C. Though the temperature of �re accidents is much
higher than 100°C, the Sob obtained below 100°C is still expected to provide insight into exploring the
in�uence factors of the �re-warning speed.

Sob=-
VTE

(Th-Tc)
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As shown in Fig. 2(c), three sample stripes with the same formula were detected simultaneously, and the
infrared thermal image exhibited that the Tc was stable even though the Th reached 100°C. As shown in
Fig. 2(d), Tc remained stable, indicating low thermal conductivity of the coated cotton fabric. Figure 2(e)
and Fig. 2 (f) show the VTE-Th curve and the Sob of all samples, respectively. For CF-CP1-FR80%, CF-CP2-
FR80%, CF-CP3-FR80%, and CF-CP4-FR80%, the linear least-squares �tting of the data shows that the
Seebeck coe�cient remains in the range of 10.2 to 10.9 µV/K. With more pick-up of PPy, the Seebeck
coe�cient starts to decline to the range of 6.3–7.8 µV/K. For CF-CP1-FR80% ~ CF-CP4-FR80%, the
discontinuous distribution of PPy particles might probably lead to a limited concentration of effective
carriers. Denser PPy coated on CF-CP5-FR80% and CF-CP6-FR80% provides more effective conductive
pathways and a higher level of carrier concentration because there is less interspace.

Thanks to the rise of VTE due to the Seebeck effect, the potential �re risk can be alarmed by constructing
a circuit, which is sensitive to the change of VTE. Fire-warning tests were carried out to explore the trigger
time and repeatable �re-warning capability of the coated cotton fabric.

In Fig. 3(a), the infrared thermal image snapshots indicated that the temperature of the directly heated
area was over 350°C, which was beyond the decomposition temperature of PPy (Wang et al. 2014b).
Figure 3(b) shows the trigger time of all the coated samples. For CF-CP1-FR80% ~ CF-CP4-FR80%, the
trigger time stayed in the range of 1.5–1.7 s, while 2.9 s and 3.2 s for CF-CP5-FR80% and CF-CP6-FR80%,
respectively. The detected trigger time is probably affected by the Seebeck coe�cient and the electrical
conductivity. While the Seebeck coe�cient and the electrical conductivity are interdependent (Ouyang et
al. 2019). Hence, the fastest �re-warning response from CF-CP2-FR80% may be a comprehensive result of
the Seebeck coe�cient and the electrical conductivity (Shi et al. 2020).

For early-stage �re-warning material, the repeatable �re-warning capability is meaningful for releasing the
�re-warning signal multiple times. In Fig. 4 (a), the repeatable �re-warning capability of the coated fabric
was veri�ed. When the �re approached CF-CP2-FR80%, a rapid rise in the VTE was observed, and the �re-
warning lamp was triggered at the same time. The warning lamp was triggered again after nearly 1min
without removing the �re. The secondary �re alarm lasted nearly 30 s till the �re was removed, as shown
in the video 1 (Online resource 1). As shown in Fig. 4 (b), the sample could withstand a 5-minute �re
attack and give rise to multi-time �re-warning signals until it was burned out. The video snapshots of CF-
CP2-FR80% also revealed that the �rst �re warning signal was the fastest. Beyond that, the output VTE of
the rest �re-warning responses was smaller than the �rst one, which was probably due to the decreased
amount of PPy retained on the hot side.

Thermo-induced resistance change-based �re warning
performance
It is more convenient to construct a �re-warning circuit of resistance-type �re-warning material than that
of TE-type. Research on resistance-type �re-warning material provides a facile and meaningful strategy to
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earn individuals more time for evacuation. Whereas, there is no report on exploring PPy as a resistance-
type �re-warning material. In this section, the thermo-induced resistance change-based response of the
obtained material was studied.

Notably, the obtained CF-CP-FR also showed the potential as a resistance-type �re warning material. For
PPy, the temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity can be utilized for �re warning. As shown
in Fig. 5, the �re warning lamp could be triggered at around 2s, though the light was faint. When the CF-
CP-FR was exposed to the �ame, the trend of current rising is consistent with the well-known temperature
dependence on electrical conductivity for semiconductors (Kaiser 2001; Taunk et al. 2010).

Meanwhile, experimental results revealed that the cross-section width of the coated cotton fabric affected
the real-time current, as shown in Fig. 6. When the sample was exposed to �ame, the corresponding
temperature rapidly raised and the electrical resistance decreased, inducing the rise in current. At around
8s, the current of both samples reached the maximum. After that, the current declined because the
decomposition of PPy underwent simultaneously. Compared with the sample with a 1.5 cm wide cross-
section, CF-CP3-FR80% with a 3.0 cm wide cross-section displayed a climb in the current again, which
reached a secondary peak after ca. 1 min. Because conductive pathways were not destructed completely
during the �re attack, the current could rise again when the heat was transferred to the area nearby. This
�nding demonstrates the cross-section size of the sample could affect the thermo-induced resistance
change-based �re-warning response.

Flame retardancy and thermal stability
VBT test was conducted to study the �ame retardancy of the control and coated cotton fabrics. As shown
in Fig. 7 (a), CF was ignited immediately and burned out completely. Under the protection of the FR layer,
the �ame retardancy of CF-FR80% was signi�cantly improved and the �ame was suppressed. Our previous
research has proved that the cooperation of MMT and APP can produce a dense char and generate a
synergetic �ame-retardant effect (Zhang et al. 2021; Zhang et al. 2017). However, without PPy coating, CF
and CF-FR80% were not sensitive to �ame attack, as shown in the video 2 and 3 (Online resource 1).
Compared with pristine CF, CF-CP6 exhibited improved �ame retardancy, but it was insu�cient to
suppress the �ame. Meanwhile, CF-CP6 exhibited a rapid rise in VTE, but the VTE dropped immediately and
the whole fabric was burned out. Hence, as shown in the video 4 (Online resource 1). The cotton fabric
only coated with PPy can release a transient thermoelectric voltage signal, but the limited �ame
retardancy cannot guarantee repeatable �re-warning capability. Among these four samples, CF-CP6-FR80%

can not only achieve �ame retardancy but also demonstrate the capability of repeatable �re-warning
capability.

TG test was carried out to further investigate the thermal stability of the samples in a nitrogen
atmosphere. As shown in Fig. 7 (b), all samples exhibited a small weight loss at approximately 100°C,
which might originate from the absorbed water (Wang et al. 2014a). With the temperature increasing, the
samples coated with the CP layer exhibited another tiny weight loss starting at ca.160°C, which might be
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the removal of the counter anions (Hebeish et al. 2016; Varesano et al. 2008). For CF, the main weight
loss underwent approximately ranging from 300°C to 410°C due to the degradation of cellulose, including
de-polymerization, dehydration, and decomposition of glycosyl (Guo et al. 2020b; Poletto et al. 2014). The
temperature at maximum mass loss rate (Tmax) was ca. 375°C, leaving 8.8% char residue at 900°C. For
CF-FR, it displayed a tiny mass loss rate at ca. 240°C, which is related to the production of phosphoric
acid and NH3 through the decomposition of APP. Then, the phosphoric acid catalyzed the dehydration of
PPy, promoting the formation of a dense char layer with the help of MMT (He et al. 2016). This is why all
samples coated with MMT@APP exhibited an earlier onset degradation temperature. In addition, the char
yield at 900°C of CF-FR was 45.2%. According to the above analysis, the effective �ame retardancy of
MMT@APP was veri�ed. Tmax of the samples coated with PPy was reduced, owing to the earlier
degradation of PPy at ca. 260°C (Wu et al. 2014). Moreover, the maximum mass loss rate of the samples
coated with PPy was smaller than the control CF. This is probably related to the char formation effect of
PPy, owing to the rich content of nitrogen (Abu Elella et al. 2021; Attia 2017; Attia et al. 2015; Goda et al.
2021). Notably, the char residuals at 900°C of CF-CP6-FR30% and CF-CP6-FR80% were enhanced to 40.0%
and 45.2%, respectively. Meanwhile, the maximum mass loss rate that occurred at ca. 340°C was
reduced, indicating a better �ame retardancy could be endowed with the increment of MMT@APP. In all,
with the synergistic effect of MMT and APP, the �ame retardancy and thermal stability of CF-CP6-FR80%

were considerably improved.

Morphology and microstructure
SEM was employed to study the morphology and microstructure of the control and treated cotton fabrics,
as exhibited in Fig. 8. Before VBT, the cotton �ber surface was smooth, as shown in Fig. 8 (a). In Fig. 8 (b),
PPy particles clustered closely on the surface of cotton �bers. Figure 8 (c) showed the packing of layered
micro-size particles, which was the compound of MMT and APP. The layer structure indicated that MMT
nanosheets were exfoliated by APP.

After VBT, the control cotton �ber collapsed apparently, and the surface became relatively coarse. For CF-
CP6, a host of PPy spherical particles were destructed, forming large number of voids. The morphology of
CF-FR80% was the same as that of CF-CP6-FR80%, so it is not presented here. For CF-CP6-FR80%, the shape
of micro-sized MMT@APP particles changed from a cuboid to a dense bubble-like char layer, which could
effectively hinder heat transition and oxygen diffusion. The above SEM results are consistent with the TG
and VBT results, approving the �ame retardancy of the samples coated with MMT@APP.

Flame-retardant and �re-warning mechanism
MMT@APP and in-situ polymerized PPy were designed to endow cotton fabrics with excellent �ame
retardancy and �re-waring performance, and the corresponding mechanisms are discussed herein.

When the temperature increased, a dense char was formed thanks to the synergetic effect of MMT and
APP. This char layer could protect the PPy layer and substrate from being destructed by the �re.
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Therefore, this �ame-retardant layer not only endowed the obtained material with �re-safety capability but
also played a key role in guaranteeing the repeatable �re-warning capability.

Under the protection of MMT@APP, in-situ synthesized PPy could trigger the �re-warning signal
repeatedly when encountering �ame, functioning in the mechanism of thermoelectric effect. As shown in
Fig. 9 (a), holes in the PPy layer were activated by heat and migrated following the temperature difference
along the PPy chains. With the accumulation of positive charges on the cold side, the thermoelectric
potential difference was set up extremely fast, which could be built up repeatedly. Hence, the
thermoelectric �re-warning response could be rapid and repeatable.

Figure 9 (b) shows the circuit of thermo-induced resistance change-based response for �re warning.
Generally, the conductivity of conducting polymers (including polypyrrole, polyaniline, polythiophene, etc.)
increases with rising temperature. Hence, under �re attack, the current in the circuit climbed
corresponding to the decreasing electrical resistance of PPy, and this characteristic endowed the obtained
material with thermo-induced resistance change-based �re-warning capability.

The �e-waning performance between CF-CP-FR in this work and other state-of-art �re-warning materials is
compared, which is concluded in Table 2. For thermoelectric-mechanism material, this work exhibited an
outstanding �re-warning speed (1.0 s), and the repeatable �re-waring capability was also achieved.
Meanwhile, there are no publications about the thermo-induced resistance response of PPy for �re
warning, which was explored in this work. The trigger time of the thermo-induced resistance change-
based �re warning could reach 2 s. There still exists room for exploring repeatable �re-warning capability
and improving the �re-warning speed, but our work may inspire those researchers who are interested in
thermo-induced resistance change-based �re warning of PPy.
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Table 2
Comparison of the �e-waning performance between CF-CP-FR in this work and other �re-warning

materials.
Composition* Trigger

time (s)
Thermoelectric
response

Thermo-induced resistance
change-based response

Ref

MXene/UPC/MMT 3.1 Yes - (Zeng et
al. 2022)

MXene/ polyimide > 2 Yes - (Jiang et
al. 2022)

MXene/CCS@CF ~ 3.8 Yes - (Wang et
al. 2021)

CF/CB@KF/CNT/PVA 4 - Yes (Xia et al.
2022)

PA@MGO paper 2 - Yes (Li et al.
2022b)

PAN/CNTs/APP �ber 5 - Yes (Zhao et
al. 2022)

GO-BA paper 0.5 - Yes (Yuan et
al. 2021)

PPy/MMT@APP-CF 1.0 (~ 
2.0)

Yes (Yes) This work

*: MFNC, multifunctional �re protection nanocoating; UPC, 2-ureido-4[1H]-pyrimidinone-containing
cellulose; MMT, montmorillonite; CCS, carboxymethyl chitosan; CF, cotton fabric; CB@KF, carbon black
nanoparticles with core-shell structure; CNT, carbon nanotube; PVA, poly (vinyl alcohol); PA, phytic acid;
MGO; compound of MXene and GO; GO, graphene oxide; PAN, polyacrylonitrile; APP, ammonium
polyphosphate; BA, boric acid.

Conclusion
Early-stage �re-warning cotton fabric was successfully prepared by in-situ polymerization of PPy and dip
coating of MMT@APP. The cotton fabric was endowed with excellent �ame retardancy due to the
synergistic effect of MMT and APP. More importantly, the �ame-retardant layer could protect the
thermoelectric layer from being damaged by the �ame and ensure the repeatable �re warning capability
of CF-CP-FR. Thanks to the thermoelectric effect of PPy and the protection from MMT@APP, the obtained
cotton fabric showed accurate temperature sensing capability below 100°C, and it could trigger the �re
warning circuit as fast as 1.0 s. Signi�cantly, it exhibited repeatable �re-warning capability. Meanwhile,
the coated cotton fabric could also trigger the �re warning circuit through a thermo-induced resistance
change-based response. This work opens a new sight into the design of �re-warning materials capable of
working via a dual mechanism, and is promising in the applications of e-textiles such as functional
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clothing with �re protection, temperature sensing, and �re-warning capability. The coating strategy of this
work is facile and can be applied to different substrates for various application scenarios.
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Figures

Figure 1
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Schematic illustration of the preparation of CF-CP-FR: (a) Chemical oxidation polymerization of pyrrole;
(b) fabrication process of the obtained �re-warning material

Figure 2

Temperature sensing performance: (a) The output VTE of CF-CP3-FR80% during temperature sensing test;
(b) Linear �tting line of VTE vs temperature ranging from 50 °C to 100 °C; (c) Digital and thermal infrared
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images of CF-CP3-FR80%; (d) Real-time VTE and temperature curves during temperature sensing test; (e)
VTE vs Th curves of CF-CP1-FR80% ~ CF-CP4-FR80%; (f) The observed Seebeck coe�cient data read from
the slope of VTE-Th curves in Fig. 2(e)

Figure 3

(a) Digital and thermal imaging picture of CF-CP2-FR80% before, during, and after the �re-warning test, (b)
The trigger time of CF-CP1-FR80%~ CF-CP6-FR80%

Figure 4

Fire warning performance of CF-CP2-FR80%: (a)Video snapshots of the �re warning test process; (b) The
corresponding real-time VTE curve
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Figure 5

Video capture of the �re warning test process of CF-CP5-FR80%

Figure 6

The real-time current curve at a �xed voltage of 12V: (a) CF-CP3-FR80% with a 1.5 cm wide cross-section,
(b) CF-CP3-FR80% with a 3.0 cm wide cross-section
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Figure 7

(a) Digital picture after VBT, (b) TG and DTG curves of CF, CF-FR80%, CF-CP6, CF-CP6-FR30%, and CF-CP6-
FR80%
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Figure 8

SEM image of (a) CF, (b) CF-CP6, and (c) CF-CP6-FR80% before and after VBT
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Figure 9

Schematic illustration of the �re warning process: (a) Thermoelectric �re-warning circuit, (b) thermal-
resistance change-based �re warning circuit.
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